
Hosted Camp Hunt Log 
 

Camp Name                                Manager                               Check-In Date      /     /____ 
 

Purpose of the Hunt Log: Familiarize each guest with the camp, their guide, and check them into 
camp. Create an open forum of discussion; Note any problems and the resolution with the guest’s 
signature of approval; Note any positive thoughts; Document game statistics each day; Note problems 
any personnel have; Verify hunting plans for the next day and get a sandwich count for the cook. 

 

The Hunt Manager: Is responsible for keeping camp running smoothly and resolving any problems that 
arise. The Hunt Manager shall make sure all guests have an opportunity for input in the camp log each 
evening. The log shall be signed by one Bearpaw Personnel and one Guest each day.  

 

(Have a different Guest and Personnel sign each day to insure everyone has opportunities for input.) 
 

Check-In each Guest 
 

1.  Where to Park Your Vehicle 
2.  Your Sleeping Tent  
3.  The Outhouse 
4.  The Kitchen Area 
5.  Drinking Water  
6.  Wash Water 
7.  First Aid Kit 
8.  Who Is Your Guide 
9.  Horses (if applicable) - It is Bearpaw policy that only Bearpaw personnel shall prepare stock for   
              riding so tack is not mixed and all horses are properly saddled with their correct tack. 
10. Camp Acceptance - Have each guest sign to confirm the camp is suitable to them. 
              Note any problem that needs resolved, note the resolution, and have the Guest sign to confirm that the    
              problem has been corrected to their satisfaction. Have them sign the bottom when camp is acceptable. 
 
Guest Name / Problem:                                                                                                                                                .
Resolution:                                                                                         Approval Signature                                           . 
 
Guest Name / Problem:                                                                                                                                                .
Resolution:                                                                                         Approval Signature                                           . 
 

My signature below indicates that I have been shown the camp and it is acceptable. 
Print Name                                Date                          Guest Signature

 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 
 

______________________________     ___/___/             ______________________________ 



Camp                                   Evening 1st Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
  

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Everyone handling their hunt OK, are there any problems?                  Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
9.  Does everyone have an acceptable Hunting Plan for the next day?               Yes ____ 

(If not, then discuss tomorrow’s plans until this question can be answered Yes for everyone.) 
 
10.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?    Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
11.  Does anyone have any questions?                                                                                           .
 
12.  If you want a sack lunch tomorrow please note the number of sandwiches desired? 
Peanut Butter, Grape Jelly         2 -    Joe Smith             -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Peanut Butter, Strawberry             -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Bologna,Mustard,Mayo               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Ham,Cheese,Mustard,Mayo         -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Turkey, Mayo                               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

.

 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .



Camp                                   Evening 2nd Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
 

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Everyone handling their hunt OK, are there any problems?                  Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
9.  Does everyone have an acceptable Hunting Plan for the next day?               Yes ____ 

(If not, then discuss tomorrow’s plans until this question can be answered Yes for everyone.) 
 
10.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?    Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
11.  Does anyone have any questions?                                                                                           .
 
12.  If you want a sack lunch tomorrow please note the number of sandwiches desired? 
Peanut Butter, Grape Jelly         2 -    Joe Smith             -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Peanut Butter, Strawberry             -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Bologna,Mustard,Mayo               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Ham,Cheese,Mustard,Mayo         -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Turkey, Mayo                               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

.

 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .



Camp                                   Evening 3rd Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
 

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Everyone handling their hunt OK, are there any problems?                  Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
9.  Does everyone have an acceptable Hunting Plan for the next day?               Yes ____ 

(If not, then discuss tomorrow’s plans until this question can be answered Yes for everyone.) 
 
10.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?    Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
11.  Does anyone have any questions?                                                                                           .
 
12.  If you want a sack lunch tomorrow please note the number of sandwiches desired? 
Peanut Butter, Grape Jelly         2 -    Joe Smith             -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Peanut Butter, Strawberry             -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Bologna,Mustard,Mayo               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Ham,Cheese,Mustard,Mayo         -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Turkey, Mayo                               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

.

 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .



Camp                                   Evening 4th Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
 

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Everyone handling their hunt OK, are there any problems?                  Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
9.  Does everyone have an acceptable Hunting Plan for the next day?               Yes ____ 

(If not, then discuss tomorrow’s plans until this question can be answered Yes for everyone.) 
 
10.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?    Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
11.  Does anyone have any questions?                                                                                           .
 
12.  If you want a sack lunch tomorrow please note the number of sandwiches desired? 
Peanut Butter, Grape Jelly         2 -    Joe Smith             -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Peanut Butter, Strawberry             -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Bologna,Mustard,Mayo               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Ham,Cheese,Mustard,Mayo         -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Turkey, Mayo                               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

.

 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .



Camp                                   Evening 5th Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
 

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Everyone handling their hunt OK, are there any problems?                  Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
9.  Does everyone have an acceptable Hunting Plan for the next day?               Yes ____ 

(If not, then discuss tomorrow’s plans until this question can be answered Yes for everyone.) 
 
10.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?    Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
11.  Does anyone have any questions?                                                                                           .
 
12.  If you want a sack lunch tomorrow please note the number of sandwiches desired? 
Peanut Butter, Grape Jelly         2 -    Joe Smith             -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Peanut Butter, Strawberry             -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Bologna,Mustard,Mayo               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Ham,Cheese,Mustard,Mayo         -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Turkey, Mayo                               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

.

 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .



Camp                                   Evening 6th Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
 

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Everyone handling their hunt OK, are there any problems?                  Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
9.  Does everyone have an acceptable Hunting Plan for the next day?               Yes ____ 

(If not, then discuss tomorrow’s plans until this question can be answered Yes for everyone.) 
 
10.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?    Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
11.  Does anyone have any questions?                                                                                           .
 
12.  If you want a sack lunch tomorrow please note the number of sandwiches desired? 
Peanut Butter, Grape Jelly         2 -    Joe Smith             -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Peanut Butter, Strawberry             -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Bologna,Mustard,Mayo               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Ham,Cheese,Mustard,Mayo         -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

Turkey, Mayo                               -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

?                                                    -                                 -                                 -                                 -                         .

.

 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .



Camp                                   Evening Last Hunt Day   ___/___/ ____ 
 

1.  Name of all persons in camp or on the hunt. (All guests and personnel should be present.) 
__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 

__________________      __________________      __________________      __________________ 
 
2.  Numbers of Game Seen by all hunters and guides today. 
Buck Deer_____    Doe Deer ______    Total Deer_____    Other Species: _________________-_____       
Bull Elk    _____    Cow Elk  ______    Total Elk  _____     Other Species: _________________-_____ 
 
3.  Total Shot Opportunities by all hunters today.  (Include animals not taken, missed, or passed.) 
Buck Deer___    Bull Elk___    Cow Elk___   Other Species: ____________-___      ____________-___  
 
4.  Game taken today.  Show name, specie, points, outside spread. (Joe Smith--Mule Deer --4x4--22”) 
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”         
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
_                             --                    --     x     --      ”        _                             --                    --     x     --      ”
 
5.  Were there any problems with camp, equipment, or guiding today?    Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
6.  Did weather have an affect on today’s hunt?                                           Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       .
 
7.  Did everyone get enough to eat and was it prepared OK?                     Yes or No ____ 
(Note positive thoughts or any problem and the resolution.)                                                                               .  
                                                                                                                                                                     . 
 
8.  Does anyone need help with anything before their departure?             Yes or No ____ 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       . 
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
 
9.  Does anyone have a problem to discuss in private after meeting?      Yes or No ____                             
Name                                               Signature Indicating Problem Has Been Resolved                                             . 
 
10.  Does anyone have any questions or any comments to improvement this hunt? 
(Note any thoughts.)                                                                                                                                       . 
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
                                                                                                                                                                     .
 
11.  Dale, Tara & the crew would like to thank you for hunting with Bearpaw Outfitters 
and we hope you will consider us for another hunting trip in the future. 
 
Have 1 Guest and 1 Bearpaw Personnel Sign   (Different persons each day.) 
 

Guest                                                 /     /              Personnel                                                  /     /         .


